
LET’S IMPROVISE TOGETHER 
 
With Sophie DUFEUTRELLE (composition) 
and Matthias ZIEGLER (soloist) 
 
Participate to a fun and easy Virtual Video Improvisation Workshop in the spirit of 
Soundpainting! (all levels, all flutes) 
 
Discover the final video of all participants, accompanying the soloist Matthias Ziegler (also in 
improvisation),  on the homepage of the "Deutsche Gesellschaft für Flöte", www.floete.net 
some weeks after the Virtual Flute  Festival!  

Soundpainting is a sign language, elaborated by Walter Thomson, to propose a live collective 
creation. From this technique, I have developed a more specific vocabulary, including sounds 
of extended technic for flute in the XXIth century flute repertoire (pizzicato, breath sound, key 
clicks, tongue ram, etc.). 

Is it difficult?  

It’s very easy and fun! It’s for all level from the 2d year of practice. The whole is very playful, 
you can work alone or in group: a teacher can work with his students, or friends together, etc.  

How can I participate? 

- Download and read: 3-lets-improvise-together-instructions-for-use-sdufeutrelle-
English.pdf or 4-lets-improvise-together-Spielanweisung-sdufeutrelle-Deutsche.pdf 

- Open and practice with your flute on: 1-lets-improvise-together-tutorial-Einfürung-
sdufeutrelle.mp4, and learn the essential vocabulary (English/Deutsche); (9’). When you 
master enough the video 1, go to video 2. 

- Open and record your participation on: 2-lets-improvise-together-videoconcert-
Konzertvideo-sdufeutrelle.mp4 

- Send your mp4 video by download (wetransfer.com, grosfichiers.com, smash, etc etc.) to:  
improvisationdgff.20@gmail.com 

with your name and surname, age, if you are you student or teacher, name of your musical 
school, town/country where you live or teach. 
 
limit number of participants: 40 (If you are several flutists on the same video, it counts as 1 
participation). As long as the workshop remains on the website  www.floete.net, it means you 
can send your videos! 
 
Deadline for sending your videos: OCTOBER 25, 2020 
 
You have questions? Send an email to Sophie Dufeutrelle (French or English) to 
improvisationdgff.20@gmail.com  
 
See you soon! 
Sophie 
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